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Force Sensing and Haptics Expert Witness: 
A Brief Overview of Haptic Input Technologies for Touchscreens (And Other Objects)

By Jean Renard Ward

"Haptics", "force sensing" and “proximity sensing”, especially on personal devices like 
smartphones, may be at issue in intellectual property litigation.  In such cases a force 
sensing and haptics expert witness may be required.

If you look up a dictionary definition for “haptic”,  it just means “relating to the sense of 
touch”i. But for computer devices, it gets applied more casually and broadly to any kind of 
sensing (especially “force sensing”) or physical-like feedback that relates to how a user does
the touching.  (We will talk about this with touchscreens as a familiar example, but touch 
input and haptics can be used to make a tangible user interface with any kind of object.) For 
example:

• Did the user just touch, or press hard and hold?  
• Does the user change the pressure while they scroll or paint? 
• Was a tap a sharp tap, or a soft tap?

• Does the device make a physical reaction (e.g. a “thunk” 
vibration that feels like a key click) when the user taps hard? 

• Perhaps a fast click sound instead? 
The user would be fooled that they felt an actual click.

• "Bouncing" what's on the screen when the user presses hard 
during a scroll – again, to fool the user they felt something.

Let's not stop there.
Haptic input like "force sensing" has been used in many other kinds of applications, such as:

• Biometric authentication “on the fly”
The pattern of how someone types on an on-screen keyboardii, or the contact shape of
their hands when they hold the deviceiii, or the profile of their fingertipiv,  can be used 
to check whether they are an impostor or the correct user.

• Adding “touch” to virtual environments and augmented reality
When a user presses harder, a virtual paintbrush may paint a wider line (as the virtual
paintbrush bristles flair out)v. Perhaps the screen also vibrates ultrasonically to feel 
more or less slick. A virtual piano keyboard plays louder or software, like a real 
pianovi.  When the user hits a virtual ball harder, it goes higher.
You find this also in tabletop computing and interactive surfaces – these are large 
horizontal touchscreen displays, such as the Mitsubishi Tabletopvii.
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Of course, it takes special software—which can be very complex—to make these biometric 
and augmented reality things happen.  Those are rich topics, and would need whole separate 
articles by themselves.  So for now, let's just talk about force sensing that has been used to 
sense taps, hard and soft touching, or extra-firm dragging and pushing on a touch screen. 

One way this had been added to touchscreens is to put one or more force sensors behind the 
touchscreen: for example, mounting force-sensing transducers at the four corners.  
Engineers might use force-sensitive resistors (when squeezed, the resistance changesviii), 
piezoelectric transducers (compressing it creates a voltage), or flexible or compressible 
capacitors (capacitance changes as two small electrodes are pushed closer together), and 
many other kinds of sensors.    What engineers have used for force sensors can be quite 
creative, for example mounting a touchpad on a (very thin) spring mechanism or cushion, 
with a mechanical switch that closes when you press the touch surface downix.

There is also conductive rubber: Common kinds of rubber are an insulator, but engineers 
have added tiny metal particles that start touching and conducting when the rubber is 
pressed and pushes the particles togetherx.  

If you are using a stylus (and not just fingers), engineers have put a force sensor (of one 
kind or another) in the tip of the stylus—or perhaps on the top, at the back end of the ink 
cartridge in a writing stylus (a.k.a. “a pen”)xi.

These are just a few examples of what has been added to touchscreens to do hard and soft 
touches.  There are many kinds of touch and touchscreen input technologies: they could 
work by resistance (or with a combination of resistive and conductive sheetsxii), by 
capacitance or projected capacitive, by surface acoustic waves, by active or passive "sonar", 
by infrared light beams, by FTIR ("frustrated total internal reflection") inside glassxiii, 
computer vision, electrooptics, be integrated with a display “in-cell” or on top of it, or in 
many other waysxiv.  

Engineers have also used just force sensors at the four corners, by themselves, to make 
touchscreens by triangulating the forces to figure out where the user is pressingxv. 

(Side note: There is also confusion about force sensing, and pressure sensing.    Just a few 
pounds of force on a hard stylus tip could generate enough focused pressure to shatter a 
touchscreen, but the same pounds of force with the palm of your hand would have low 
spread-out pressure.  Force and Pressure sensing often get mixed up, but they are not the 
same, nor necessarily interchangeable.)

People usually have more than one fingertip. For that 
matter, most have more than one hand, and on those 
“tabletop” systems there can be more than one user. In the 
world of "real" reality you might swipe something clear 
with the sides of a hand (or both hands), not just a fingertip.
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Nowadays, just about everyone has heard about multi-touch input: think "pinch-to-zoom". 
There are many kinds of multi-touch  / full-touch technologies.

Engineers have combined these with some of the techniques above.  But that doesn't really 
tell you how hard you are pressing with each finger (or whatever).  It would be hard to tell 
whether the user was doing a twisting pressure, or a see-saw pressing with different fingers, 
or to tell which fingers/hand/users were pressing harder (much less, just how hard).

So what have engineers done for multi-touch and full-touch input?

One technique is to make a whole touchscreen out of a grid of force sensors.  There are 
various techniques for making the grid transparent: one is simply to make the sensors small, 
and to space them out so you can see between them. This is called "screen-door 
transparency". 

If you measure the force at every sensor in 
the grid, you can make a "heat map" of all 
the values. You can see where the touches 
are, as well as how hard the touch is in each 
area: you can use the center or peak of each 
area as the location of the fingertip: the 
picture on the left is an examplexvi.

Robot touch sensor from1985

These kinds of force-sensing grids have been known for 
many years.  For example, 

• robotic fingertip sensors with a sense of touch xvii 
(picture on left) or even whole robotic “skins”

• pressure mats in hospitals and industryxviii

• checking a persons “bite” in a dental examxix

• measuring how someone walks for orthopedic shoes 
or for sports medicinexx

• and (of course), in touchscreens and touch sensorsxxi.

"Heat maps" techniques are also useful with other kinds of full-touch sensing.

Touchscreens in most smartphones today use "projected capacitance" sensing. 
The touchscreen has a grid of tiny capacitors—either single electrode / self-capacitance, or 
two electrode / mutual capacitance—just below the surface.  When something conductive 
like a finger or part of a hand is on the touchscreen, it changes the capacitance just  because 
it is very close to the electrode. 
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 If you check the capacitance at every grid 
sensor and make "heat maps",  you can see 
the touch areas and take the centers or peaks 
to get the locationsxxii.

It doesn't really give you the force: it gives you proximity  xxiii   (something is really close).
But there are some tricks:

• A human fingertip (and most of the front of the hand) is compliant—it flexes a bit 
like rubber.  When you press harder and mash the fingertip down a bit, it spreads out. 
With the right software (which can be complex), you can use that spreading (or 
perhaps, how fast the spreading happens) to get an indication of how hard the user is 
pressing.  It's not direct force sensing, but it can be close enough, depending on what 
you want to try in your software.

There are also "touchscreen pens" you can buy that have a special conductive rubbery tip: 
the rubbery tip spreads out much like a fingertipxxiv. 

The tricks don't stop there. 
   

You see not just the size of the area, but also you can 
see its shape.  With the right software tricks, you use 
the shape (especially as it changes) to figure out 
something about not just how hard the user is touching, 
but whether they are twisting a finger around, or rolling
it to one side.  You can figure out whether you are 
seeing a finger, or the wide image of a thumb, or 
touching "flat" instead of just with the tip of the finger, 
or the user is using the side of the hand.  From the 
entire hand pattern, you can recognize right and left 
hands, hand postures or gestures, and even multiple 
users.  (And recognize things besides hands, too.) xxv xxvi
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So, with so much for haptic and touch sensing that had been done before (going back 40 
years and more), and all the many applications that have been done (gestures, biometrics, 
and augmented reality are just a few), just what is really new about any of  this today? 
Or more particularly, what things could be novel enough to be patentable today?

As patent practitioners know, it all depends on exactly what a patent's claims say, and how 
that compares with the details of prior art. A qualified force sensing and haptics expert  
witness who is knowledgeable in these matters and their long history may be helpful in 
understanding the claims and knowing what the prior art might be.
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expert witness in patent litigation. Mr. Ward’s areas of design and 
development expertise include multi-touch/touchscreen and tablet hardware, 
capacitive touch and proximity sensors, styli/electronic pens, haptics; 
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programming/coding (C/C++/Java, other systems), source-code analysis and reverse-
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Mr. Ward can be contacted at Rueters-Ward Services; Website: www.ruetersward.com     
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